
SUMMER ACTIVITIES WEEK!KIDS
’

Friday: Day 5 - Taste!

Watch Today’s 15 minute Video with Adrian!
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youtube.com/c/perthgospelhall

facebook.com/perthgospelhall

Answer the 5 questions from the video!
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1. What was the first food Adrian tasted?

2. At what special event did today’s Bible story take place?

3. What type of drink had run out?

4. Who did Mary tell about the problem?

5. What did Jesus do so that our problem of sin could be forgiven?

Colour in the Bible verse from today’s video!
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You could also try

to memorise the

Bible verse - it’s

only 8 words!



Complete today’s Craft - make some lollies!
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Today we’ve included a couple of lolly sticks and a recipe
sheet for Frozen Banana Lollies and Strawberry Milk Pops!

■ You might need to get some of the ingredients for this
craft the next time you’re at the supermarket!

■ Let us see how you got on by posting your photos in the
comments section under today’s video on Facebook!

facebook.com/perthgospelhall

Take the challenge… Skittle & After Eight Time Tests!
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■ Skittle Challenge - time how long it takes you to take the skittles
out of the bag one at a time and arrange them into groups of
each colour. Don’t cheat by emptying the whole bag out!

■ After Eight Challenge - take the After Eight out of the packet, sit
on a chair with your head tilted back, place the chocolate on your
forehead, and without using your hands, try to get the chocolate
into your mouth! Time how long it takes you to succeed!

■ Let us know how long each challenge took you to complete by
posting your time in the comments section under today’s video
on our Facebook page!

facebook.com/perthgospelhall

Enjoy your gift…
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Now  that you’ve completed the challenges you can eat
the Skittles and After Eights (most of the chocolate will
probably be melted on your face already!)

Bring this sheet along to our summer fun day to win a prize!

1-4pm, Friday 13th August @ Perth Gospel Hall

Name:

Age:


